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                \begin{document}$$K\rightarrow \pi \pi $$\end{document}$ decays, represented by the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$, plays a very important role in the tests of the Standard Model (SM) and more recently in constraining its possible extensions \[[@CR1]\]. In the SM $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ is governed by QCD penguins (QCDP) but receives also an important contribution from the electroweak penguins (EWP), pointed out already in 1989 \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\], that entering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ with the opposite sign to QCDP suppress this ratio significantly. The partial cancellation of these two contributions in addition to the evaluation of the hadronic matrix elements of QCDP and EWP operators is the reason why even today a precise prediction for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the SM is not available. Yet, significant progress has been made during the last years and the goal of our paper is to update the SM value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ taking into account all available informations both from lattice QCD (LQCD) and analytic approaches most relevant for the evaluation of the Wilson coefficients but presently also for the estimate of the isospin-breaking corrections to the isospin amplitudes.
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the SM before April 20, 2020 has been summarized by us in \[[@CR4]\]. In short there are presently three approaches to calculate hadronic matrix elements entering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$:**Lattice QCD**, lead by the RBC-UKQCD LQCD collaboration. Using their results from 2015 for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K\rightarrow \pi \pi $$\end{document}$ matrix elements \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\] and including isospin-breaking corrections from \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\] as done in \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\], leads to a value for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the ballpark of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(1-2) \times 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$. Although exhibiting a large error of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$5 \times 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$ the result lies one order of magnitude below the data. Taking these analyses at face value one could talk about an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ anomaly of at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3\,\sigma $$\end{document}$.**DQCD approach** \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\], which gave a support to these values and moreover provided an *upper bound* on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the ballpark of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$8\times 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$. The main QCD dynamics suppressing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in this approach is represented by the meson evolution, which is necessary to match long-distance contributions to short-distance ones. On the other hand it has been argued in \[[@CR13]\] that final state interactions (FSI) should have only a minor impact on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ and the quoted bound does not include them.**Chiral Perturbation theory (ChPT)** \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\] where, using ideas from ChPT, the authors found $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon = (14 \pm 5) \times 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$ attributing an important role to FSI in this result. While in agreement with the measurement, the large uncertainty, that expresses the difficulties in matching long-distance and short-distance contributions in this framework, does not allow for any clear-cut conclusions.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}In view of the fact that LQCD calculations contain both the meson evolution[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} and FSI, while the estimate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the other two approaches does not include one of them, we have recently proposed the optimal strategy for the evaluation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ as of 2020 \[[@CR4], [@CR19]\] Use LQCD results for hadronic matrix elements of the dominant QCDP and EWP operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_8$$\end{document}$, respectively. They are represented by the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_8^{(3/2)}$$\end{document}$ defined in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. On the other hand the hadronic matrix elements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(V-A)\otimes (V-A)$$\end{document}$ operators can be determined from the experimental data on the real parts of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K\rightarrow \pi \pi $$\end{document}$ amplitudes as performed in \[[@CR9], [@CR20]\]. In fact this procedure has been recently adopted with slight modifications by the RBC-UKQCD collaboration \[[@CR21]\] with the goal to decrease their errors. This procedure is clearly legitimate when testing the consistency of the SM with the data, if the reduction of the uncertainties is significant. But the RBC-UKQCD analysis shows only a little gain and therefore we will not use it in the present work, but rather base the full analysis on *all* hadronic matrix elements from RBC-UKQCD that are absolutely free from new physics. We will only use the experimental values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\,\mathrm{Re}\,}}A_{0,2}$$\end{document}$ in the basic formula for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ because they automatically take possible NP contributions into account.Include isospin-breaking corrections from ChPT \[[@CR15]\] that are compatible due to large uncertainties with the results obtained already 33 years ago in \[[@CR22]\]. Very recently the latter analysis has been updated \[[@CR23]\] and we will include these new findings as well.Include NNLO QCD contributions to EWP in \[[@CR24]\] thereby reducing the unphysical scale and renormalization scheme dependences in the matching at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _W = \mathcal {O}(m_W)$$\end{document}$, with the largest part due to the top-quark mass. The removal of the dependence on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _c$$\end{document}$ at NNLO has still to be done, see also the next point.Take into account NNLO QCD contributions to QCDP \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. This reduces the left-over renormalization scale uncertainties present at the NLO level, in particular those due to the matching scale $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _c$$\end{document}$.Recently significant progress in the estimate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the SM has been made through the improved values of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K\rightarrow \pi \pi $$\end{document}$ hadronic matrix elements presented by the RBC-UKQCD collaboration \[[@CR21]\]. Not only statistical errors have been significantly decreased but also a better agreement with the experimental values of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi \pi $$\end{document}$ strong interaction phases $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{0,2}$$\end{document}$ has been obtained. The RBC-UKQCD collaboration, using their new results for the hadronic matrix elements and known Wilson coefficients at the NLO level \[[@CR20], [@CR27]--[@CR31]\] but not accounting for isospin-breaking corrections, finds \[[@CR21]\]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} (\varepsilon '/\varepsilon )_\text {SM}&= (21.7 \pm 8.4) \times 10^{-4},\quad (\text {RBC-UKQCD}-2020) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$to be compared with the experimental world average from NA48 \[[@CR32]\] and KTeV \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\] collaborations,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} (\varepsilon '/\varepsilon )_\text {exp}&= (16.6 \pm 2.3) \times 10^{-4}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$While the result in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is in full agreement with the experimental value in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) the theoretical error of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$39\%$$\end{document}$ does not allow for clear cut conclusions whether some amount of new physics contributions is present in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ or not. The same is the case of the earlier updated ChPT analysis \[[@CR15]\], which resulted in$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} (\varepsilon '/\varepsilon )_\text {SM}&= (14 \pm 5) \times 10^{-4} \,,\qquad (\text {ChPT}-2019), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with an error of 36%, very close to the LQCD one. But it should be remarked that with the present best values of the CKM parameters as used by us the central value in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) would be raised to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$15.0 \times 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$.

Despite large errors both results deviate significantly from the DQCD values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ in the ballpark of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$5\times 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$ stressed in particular in \[[@CR17]\]. While there is no question about that meson evolution necessary for a proper matching between Wilson coefficients and hadronic matrix elements at scales $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {O}(1\, \text {GeV})$$\end{document}$ must play a role in the evaluation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ it appears from present RBC-UKQCD results that precisely in the case of the matrix element of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_6$$\end{document}$ operator its suppression is overcompensated by other QCD dynamics which was hidden due to the contamination of the excited $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi \pi $$\end{document}$ states present in their 2015 analysis. It has been removed in the latest analysis. In fact as we will see soon the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ obtained using the optimal procedure with hadronic matrix elements from \[[@CR21]\], agrees very well with the one advocated in \[[@CR15]\] and given in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). Yet, it is not evident at present that FSI, as claimed by ChPT experts, are responsible for this agreement. Possibly other dynamical QCD effects apparently not taken into account both in the ChPT and DQCD approaches are responsible for the enhancement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ relative to DQCD expectations.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} However, a clear-cut conclusion on this issue is difficult because of rather different techniques that are used in these three approaches. The fact that the central value in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) differs significantly from the central LQCD value in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is dominantly due to the omission of isospin-breaking effects in the RBC-UKQCD prediction that are included in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}).

Even if the new improved calculation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K\rightarrow \pi \pi $$\end{document}$ hadronic matrix elements in \[[@CR21]\] is an important advance towards the accurate calculation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$, the result in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) does not represent the present SM value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ properly. Indeed, as we emphasized in \[[@CR4]\] the hadronic matrix elements in question are only a part of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ story. The three additional advances, listed in the context of the optimal strategy, that are not taken into account in the result in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) are also important, in particular because they all lower the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ differs significantly from the one obtained by the RBC-UKQCD collaboration. Indeed after including isospin-breaking effects from \[[@CR15]\] that include the effects from the *octet* of lowest-lying mesons and NNLO QCD corrections to EWP contributions, we find using the hadronic matrix elements of RBC-UKQCD$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} (\varepsilon '/\varepsilon )^{(8)}_\text {SM} = (17.4 \pm 6.1) \times 10^{-4} \,. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$On the other hand including the singlet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta _0$$\end{document}$ in this estimate one arrives at \[[@CR23]\]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \boxed {(\varepsilon '/\varepsilon )^{(9)}_\text {SM} = (13.9 \pm 5.2) \times 10^{-4}} \,. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Both results agree very well with experiment and with the ChPT expectations but in view of our comments on the ChPT analysis are on a more solid footing. We expect further reduction of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '/\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ by roughly (5--10)% when NNLO QCD corrections to QCD penguin contributions will be taken into account \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. We look forward to the final results of these authors.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, after recalling a number of basic formulae, we determine the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_8^{(3/2)}$$\end{document}$ using the recent RBC-UKQCD results and compare them with the expectations from ChPT \[[@CR15]\] and DQCD \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]. It turns out that while there is a good agreement on the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_6^{(1/2)}$$\end{document}$ between LQCD and ChPT, the rather precise value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_8^{(3/2)}$$\end{document}$ from RBC-UKQCD is by a factor of 1.5 larger than the ChPT one when both are evaluated at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu = 1\,\text {GeV}$$\end{document}$. On the contrary, while there is a good agreement on the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_8^{(3/2)}$$\end{document}$ between LQCD and DQCD \[[@CR12]\], the most recent value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_6^{(1/2)}$$\end{document}$ from RBC-UKQCD is by a factor of two larger than the values quoted in \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]. We close this section with an updated formula for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The inclusion of the isospin-breaking corrections requires a modification in the evaluation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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BSM master formula {#Sec8}
==================

In this section we report the updated master formula coefficients describing the new physics effects beyond the SM (BSM) in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary and outlook {#Sec9}
===================
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The recent advances in LQCD allow us to hope that in the coming years we should be able to have a value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Furthermore the lessons from the SMEFT analysis in \[[@CR36]\] should be useful in this respect. Such general analyses allow to take into account constraints from other processes such as collider processes, electroweak precision tests, neutral meson mixing as well as electric dipole moments. Finally the master formula for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hadronic matrix elements {#Sec10}
========================
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Wilson coefficients {#Sec11}
===================
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Isospin-breaking RG effects {#Sec12}
===========================

In this appendix we comment on isospin-breaking effects in the RG flow present in the anomalous dimension matrices that govern the scale dependence of Wilson coefficients and matrix elements of the operators. They are due to quark charges present in the definitions of the EWP operators and due to QED corrections, and are of purely perturbative origin known up to NLO in QCD$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In conclusion these studies show that nonvanishing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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See also \[[@CR13], [@CR17]\] for a critical analysis of this approach as used in the context of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This has been demonstrated for the case of the BSM operators contributing to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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See also the discussion in \[[@CR23]\] on this point.

Note though that the used input for quark masses has been updated here, see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The associated uncertainties are not included, because in the expressions for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have interpreted the precisely measured so-called Monte-Carlo mass as the pole mass, and will include an additional uncertainty of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta m_t = 0.5\,\text {GeV}$$\end{document}$ in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, which we add linearly -- see recent review \[[@CR63]\] for further details.

In the presence of QED a further complication consists in a proper subtraction of the infrared divergent virtual corrections and their combination with the treatment of real photon radiation, see e.g. \[[@CR8]\].
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